Radiation-induced glioblastoma multiforme in children treated for medulloblastoma with characteristics of both medulloblastoma and glioblastoma multiforme.
Outcomes for average-risk medulloblastoma are excellent with 5-year event-free survival and overall survival>80%. Treatment failures include radiation-induced glioblastomas (RIG), which are often diagnosed solely on imaging. Recent studies suggest that RIGs differ from spontaneous glioblastoma multiforme (GBM), based on microarray gene-expression profiling. Retrospective review of children with average-risk medulloblastoma treated from 1996 to 2003 included 16 patients with 5 treatment failures. One died of disease progression, 1 died as a result of radiation necrosis, and 3 children died of pathology-confirmed GBM. Of these 3 GBMs, one was studied with electron microscopy, cytogenetics, and gene-expression microarray analysis. This tumor had focal medulloblastoma and similarity by gene-expression microarray with other RIGs. With both components in the recurrent tumor, we suggest it was in the process of transitioning from medulloblastoma to RIG, that is, "catching the tumor in the act." Some radiation-induced nervous system tumors may develop as a direct result of severe oncologic changes within the original tumor cells, with the tumor evolving into a different phenotypic tumor type. We recommend biopsy for tissue confirmation and genetic expression profile to shed light on the etiology of radiation-induced neoplasms.